A New Society Is Launched To Promote The Achievements
Of The World-renowned Railway Builder – Thomas Brassey

A room full of railway and transport enthusiasts attended the
inaugural meeting of the Thomas Brassey Society at the Queen Hotel
in Chester on Monday, 18 November 2019. Thomas Brassey, born just
outside Chester in 1805, became one of the world’s most prolific
railway & building contractors during the 1800’s, constructing 1 in 20
miles of the world’s railways in virtually every continent including
Australia. His amazing achievements also included huge viaducts and
bridges, embankments and docks all over the world.
In those early years, Thomas was very active on the Wirral – building
his first bridge in the hamlet of Saughall Massie in 1829 when he was
also managing the Storeton Quarries for the Stanley family. One can
only surmise that the little bridge (now listed) was a good proving
ground for the massive 30 plus arch viaducts and bridges he later
went on to build all over Europe, South America, India and then in
Canada, using the engineering works that he set up in Birkenhead –
the great Canada Works in Beaufort Road. At the height of his career,
Thomas provided employment for up to 85,000 people worldwide.
This new Society hopes to take the Brassey story to a much wider
audience with a planned interpretation panel outside Chester station
which will in due course, be followed by a statue near the Station
entrance.
There is already a plaque inside the Station,
commemorating the fact that Thomas built the line and station in the
1840’s but the sculpture would, of course, be far more noticeable for
the tens of thousands of passengers who pass through the station

The Society’s Interim Chairman, Stephen Langtree (Vice President
of the Chester Civic Trust) said:
“Thomas Brassey is Chester’s unsung local hero. Those who hear
his story cannot fail to be impressed by his achievements as the
world’s foremost builder of railways in the 19th century. We are
delighted to have set up this new national Society in the presence
of two of Thomas’s great, great grandsons who visited Chester for
this auspicious occasion. The Society will now continue the work
done by the Chester Civic Trust and many long-standing individual
enthusiasts to give this modest man the recognition he so clearly
deserves.”
The Society would like to invite anyone who is interested in
knowing more about Society membership or who would like to
make a donation to contact the Secretary, Peter Bolt, on
petergillianbolt1@btinternet.com for further information. It is
hoped to get a website and Facebook page up and running in the
near future.
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